
Basket Rulles

1 OB on the left and on the right marked with blue flags. 

2 OB on the right side marked with blue flags. 

3 Mandatory tree must be passed on the right side. In case of missing the 
mandatory route proceed to the dropzone (marked with a wood board near 
the Mandatory tree).

4 The BUNCR area is marked with blue and grey flags. If a player's disc lands 
in the BUNCR area, the penalty is stroking distance. Player must throw from 
a previous lie without a penalty. 

5 The BUNCR area is marked with blue and grey flags. If a player's disc lands 
in the BUNCR area, the penalty is stroking distance. Player must throw from 
a previous lie without a penalty. 

6 OB on the right side marked with blue flags.

7 OB on the right side marked with blue flags.

8 No special rules. 

9 OB on the right side  and OB long marked with blue flags.

10 Double mandatory trees must be passed between them. In case of missing 
the mandatory route proceed to the dropzone (marked with wood board). OB 
pond on the left marked with sticks. If the first shot goes OB, proceed to the 
dropzone. For other shots normal OB rules apply. If disc lands before double 
mondatory trees player should proceed to dropzone.

11 No special rules 

12 Mandatory tree must be passed on the right side. In case of missing the 
mandatory route proceed to dropzone (marked with a wood board on top of 
the hill). 

13 OB on the left, on the right and behind the basket marked with rope and 
sticks. 

14 OB on the left and behind the basket marked with flags 

15 Triple mandatory gates must be passed through then. In case of missing the 
mandatory route proceed to dropzone (marked with wood board in gates) 

16 OB on the left and behind the basket marked with blue flags. 

17 OB on the right marked with blue flags. 

18 Mandatory tree must be passed on the right side. In case of missing the 
mandatory route proceed to the dropzone (marked with a wood board near 
the Mandatory tree) 






































